
Beat Chart 

The level is divided in 7 sections. The player starts in section 1 having only one spawn point 

where enemies can come from. 

 

After the player evolving for the first time, they will be able to grab Heavy items, allowing them to 

access Sections 2 to 5. If the player unlocks section 3 and 5 more spawn points will appear, 

making the units come from way more different locations. 

 

When the player reaches their last evolution, they will be able to access sections 6 and 7, both 

of them having a new spawn point each. 

 

The next table shows the number of items the player can interact depending on their evolution. 

 

Evolution 

 Map 
sections 

Number of 
Spawn Points 

Breakable Light 
Items 

Breakable Heavy 
Items 

Breakable Super 
Heavy Items 

Stage 
1 

1 1 3   

Stage 
2 

1 - 5 1 -3 3 - 11 4 - 5  

Stage 
3 

1 - 7 1 - 5 3 - 15 4 - 6 2 

 
Due to letting the player decide the sections they can unlock; the intensity depends on how the 

player decides to unlock the sections. 

The table below outlines the coefficients used to calculate time and intensity: 

 
Table1: Coefficients 

  Intensity* Time, minutes Time, seconds 

Spawn Points 4 0.3 18 

Breakable Light 0.5 0.01** 0.6 

Breakable Heavy 0.5 0.01** 0.6 

Breakable Super Heavy 0.5 0.01** 0.6 

 

* Intensity of the spawn points increases by 1 with each spawn, and at start it = 4, for this 

reason, the time for the spawns is calculated on base of intensity (intensity multiplied by time) 



** Time has been assigned to breakable objects to account to the time necessary to reach those 

objects, pick them up and throw it to a desired target. As for the intensity, this coefficient is used 

to describe the number of objects and the benefit of having them per area.  

 

The table below represents how spawn points and breakable objects are grouped with respect 

to each stage. Every stage includes a combination of various beats which changes depending 

on a type of breakable objects and spawn points. If there is one spawn point for both beats one 

and two, then we count that as 0.5 spawn point per beat one and 0.5 spawn point per beat two. 

For example, there will be one spawn point on the shared area between stage 1 and 2, another 

independent spawn point per stage 2 on the area of beats 3-4 and one full spawn point per 

stage 2 beat 5. We described it as 0.5 per stage one beat 1, 0.5 per stage 2, beats 2-4 and 1 

per stage 2, beat 5 which results in 2.5 spawn points per stage 2 (please, see below). We 

implemented the same to describe breakable objects. 

 

 
 
Waves grow stronger each round, and the environment gets more and more destroyed. The 

need for the player to unlock more sections grows by the strength of each wave. 

Each time the player evolves, the intensity gets reduced for a small amount of time (the player is 

now stronger). And every time the player unlocks a new section the same thing happens. At the 

end it is player’s decision to change the intensity. 

Unlocking new sections will slow down the intensity for a short amount of time. 

 

To calculate the intensity in the table below, we multiply the number of spawn points or 

breakable objects per corresponding coefficient from Table 1. As we mentioned in the 

comments below Table 1, intensity of the spawn points increases by 1 with each spawn, and at 

start it = 4, for this reason, the time for the spawns is calculated on base of intensity (intensity 

multiplied by time). 

 



 
 
Time for the breakable points is calculated by multiplying the number of objects and the 

corresponding coefficient from the Table 1. While the time for the spawn points is calculated as 

a product of corresponding intensity multiplied by the corresponding time from the Table 1 (to 

account for the increasing intensity mentioned in comments under Table 1). 

 

 
 

 
 
* The intensity and time have been calculated per beat. Every stage includes a combination of 

various beats which changes depending on a type of breakable objects and spawn points. If 

there is one spawn point for both beats one and two, then we count that as 0.5 spawn point per 

beat one and 0.5 spawn point per beat two. 

 


